In [3] , Heath showed that each regular T 2 -space which admits a strongly complete semi-metric is a complete Moore space. Furthermore, in [6] , Heath established that each separable Moore space which admits a strongly complete semi-metric is metrizable. In [10] , the author defined strong star-screenability, a property shared by separable spaces and metrizable spaces, and conjectured that separability could be replaced by strong star-screenability in Heath's result. In this paper, the author establishes relationships between different types of completeness in Moore spaces and gives two new metrization theorems for complete Moore spaces. From these results, it follows that each strongly star-screenable Moore space which admits a continuous, strongly complete semi-metric is metrizable.
An admissible semi-metric d for a Γ 2 -space S is a distance function for S such that (1) if each of x and y is a point of S, then d(x, y) = d{y, x) ^ 0, (2) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, and (3) the topology of S is invariant with respect to d. A semi-metric d for the space S is said to be strongly complete provided that if M l9 M 2 , is a decreasing sequence of closed sets such that for each i, Mid {yeS\ d(x { , y) < 1/ΐ} for some x { e S, then f\MiΦ 0. A space which admits a strongly complete semi-metric is said to be strongly complete. A development for a space S is a sequence G u G 2 , of open coverings of S such that, for each n, G n+1 is a subcollection of G n9 and for each point p and each open set D containing p, there is an integer n such that every element of G n containing p is a subset of
for the space S is said to be complete
is a monotonic sequence of closed sets such that for each i, Mi c g { for some ^ e G< (Mi c st (x if Gt) for some ^eS), then f)Mi^0.
A regular space having a development is a Moore space [1] . A Moore space having a complete (sequentially complete) development is said to be complete (sequentially complete). The property of sequential completeness is due to Traylor in [11] . Although each of strong completeness and sequential completeness is stronger than completeness in Moore spaces ( [8] and [11] ), for pointwise paracompact Moore spaces, all three are equivalent ([4] and [11] 
, is a monotonic decreasing sequence of closed sets such that for each i, (CL (g^p) Proof. Consider the following Moore space S given by Heath in [5] . The points of S are all points of the plane on or above the xaxis. For each positive integer n, define H n as follows: (1) for p above the a -axis, {p} e H n ; (2) for each rational number r on the xaxis, {(r, y)\o ^ y <; IIn) e H n ; (3) for each irrational number x on the x-axis, {(t, y)\t = x + y, o ^ y ^ 1/n} e H n . Then, (J H n forms a basis for S and the sequence G l9 G 2 , , where for each i, Gi = \JJ =i H 3 , is a development for S. It is easily seen that the "natural semi-metric" for S with respect to this development has the required properties. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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